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PEDIGREE OF: AU-09-CBS-278

DATE: 10/16/2009

Strain: Janssen Color: BB Sex: H Pair #: 090830

Sire: Grandson of "Bono" foundation cock for Reedijk-Jongekrig.
Dam: This hen is half sister of one of our best racers. Her sister won 2x 1st as a youngster. Off
two excellent breeders. This hen is inbred to "Keizer" world famous breeder and racer.

SIRE
06-NL-1112935

Jongedrijg of Holland. In 2007  this was
Imported cock from the loft of Reedijk-

awarded the Golden Duif as the best loft
of Holland. The sire of this cock is a
son of "Bono" super breeder. Bono is
sire of "Gerelly" 10th Best Cock WHZB
2006 flown by Verkerk. The mother is
"Balou" pure Janssen. Her mother is a
granddaughter of "Geeloger 67" of the
Janssen brothers.

DAM
AU-07-CBS-167

The sire of this hen is a super breeder.
He is sire of 05-CBS-503 winner of 2x
1st as a younbird and one of our best
old bird racers. The dam of this hen is
a daughter of "Keizer" and she is also
an excellent breeder. Keizer is sire,
grandsire, and great grandsire of Ace
pigeons, 1st Prize winners and
foundation breeders. This hen is an
excellent specimen.
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06-NL-1112935

AU-07-CBS-167

Janssen

Janssen

05-NL-1441878

03-NL-1184277

99-NL-2411761

96-NL-2326532

95-NL-1995228

92-NL-1256178

Super breeder. Janssen cock.

Granddaughter of "Geeloger 67"

of the Janssen brothers.

Son of "Bono" foundation cock for

Reedijk-Jongekrijg of Holland.  A

brother of this cock was 10th Best Cock

WHZB 2006. This loft was the best loft

of Holland in 2007

"Balou"

Janssen

Reedijk-Jongekrijg of Holland.

Janssen

Janssen

Janssen

"Bono", Reedijk-Jongekrijg of

This cock is sire of "Gerelly"

G & S Verkerk of Holland. Gere

Janssen Hen

AU-03-CBS-2872

AU-98-CBS-3355

Janssen

Janssen

Janssen cock bred for stock. The sire of

this cock is "De Flits" super racer and

winner of 1st vs 8,771, 1st vs 2,694,

1st vs 388, 6th vs 2,825, etc. De Flits

is a great grandson of "King" 1st Ace

pigeon of Holland for Middle distance

and full brother of "Keizer" winner of

3x 1st vs over 20,000 birds per release.

The dam is a daughter of "Keizer 166"

and was a very good young bird racer.

Daughter of Keizer winner of 3 x 1st v.

20,000+ birds.  A son of Keizer, "Keizer

148" won 1st v. 8,776 and fastest bird

of 28,992.  A daughter of Keizer won 8th

Ace Pigeon of Holland & 3 x 1st.  The

mother of this hen is a neice of Keizer.

She is an import from the loft of Leo

Van Rhijn of Holland.

99-NL-2208162

AU-01-CBS-48

Janssen

Janssen

"De Flits", imported cock from

of Mullem-Meijer of Holland. T

loft is based on Leo Van Rijn

This hen was on our race team

and flown only as a youngbird.

an equal 1st at 150 miles and

DE KEIZER

95-NL-1812584

88-NL-2888680  Blue check cock

from Leo Van Rijn of Holland.

Keizer was a fantastic racer

Imported Janssen hen from the

loft of Leo Van Rijn.  The dam

of this hen is full sister to

JANSSEN

Janssen

See page 1 for more info.

See page 1 for more info.


